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Abstract
Phenotypic plasticity, the capacity of a single genotype to exhibit variable
phenotypes in different environments, is common in insects and is often
highly adaptive. Here we review terminology, conceptual issues, and insect
plasticity research, including variance partitioning, reaction norms,
physiological mechanisms, adaptive value, and evolution. All plasticity is
physiological, but can manifest as changes in biochemistry, physiology,
morphology, behavior, or life history. Phenotypic plasticity can be passive,
anticipatory, instantaneous, delayed, continuous, discrete, permanent,
reversible, beneficial, harmful, adaptive or non-adaptive, and generational.
Virtually any abiotic or biotic factor can serve to induce plasticity, and
resulting changes vary from harmful susceptibilities to highly integrated and
adaptive alternative phenotypes. Numerous physiological mechanisms
accomplish plasticity, including transcription, translation, enzyme, and
hormonal regulation, producing local or systemic responses. The timing,
specificity, and speed of plastic responses are critical to their adaptive value.
Understanding plasticity requires knowing the environment, physiological
mechanisms, and fitness outcomes. Plasticity is thought to be evolutionarily
favored under specific conditions, yet many theoretical predictions about
benefits, costs, and selection on plasticity remain untested. The ecological
consequences of plasticity range from simple environmental susceptibilities
to mediating interspecific interactions, and extend to structuring of ecological
communities, often through indirect effects. Phenotypic plasticity, through
its ecological effects, can facilitate evolutionary change and speciation.
Plasticity is important because it is an encompassing model to understand life
on earth, it can increase fitness, generate novelity, and facilitate evolution, it
structures ecological communities, and it has numerous practical
applications. As such, all biologists should understand phenotypic plasticity.
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Introduction
A young caterpillar feeds on oak flowers and develops into a stunning
mimic of an oak catkin (Fig 1b.). A second caterpillar from the same egg batch
feeds on leaves and becomes a twig mimic (see Chapter 4, this volume). In
response to low-quality, fibrous food, a grasshopper develops larger
mandibles and mandibular muscles (Thompson 1992), and another
develops a larger gut (Yang and Joern 1994). A different grasshopper alters
the number of chemosensilla on its antennae in response to the number of
plant chemicals it encounters (Chapman and Lee 1991, Rogers and Simpson
1997). In a nearby aphid colony, females are busy adjusting the future
morphology and behavior of their offspring in response to predator threats.
When ant bodyguards are absent, females rapidly produce soldier offspring
(Shingleton and Foster 2000), and produce winged offspring when
predators invade the colony (Weisser et al. 1999). Close by, a gravid fly,
unable to locate her normal host plant, deposits her eggs on a novel host.
Surprisingly, the larvae survive on the new host, and chemically imprint on
it before dispersing as adults. The flies subsequently orient to the novel plant
to mate and oviposit, instead of their ancestral plant (Feder et al. 1994, see
Chapter 18, this book). In the same tree, a caterpillar bites into a leaf. A plant
sensory mechanism detects the caterpillar saliva and signals the entire plant
to begin synthesis of anti-herbivore toxins and the release of volatile
pheromones. The latter dissipate to neighboring plants, alerting them to the
presence of herbivores, and stimulating them to synthesize their own
chemical defenses. But, the plant’s clever counter-ploys do not go
unchallenged; in response to increasing plant toxins, the caterpillar
synthesizes detoxifying gut enzymes, effectively negating the plant’s
chemical escalation (see Chapter 7). On the ground below, a Drosophila
Fig. 1 Morphological phenotypic plasticity in insects. (a, b) Discrete seasonal polyphenisms
in Nemoria arizonaria caterpillars (fam. Geometridae). Summer brood feeds on oak leaves and
resembles an oak twig. Spring brood feeds on and resembles oak catkins. Photos: E. Greene
(Greene 1989). (c) Wet-season (left) and dry-season (right) Precis octavia (fam. Nymphalidae)
butterflies, from Africa (McLeod 2007). Photos courtesy of F. Nijhout. (d) Many insects alter
body color in response to rearing temperature: Romalea microptera grasshoppers (fam.
Romaleidae) from south Florida reared at 35oC (top) and at 25oC (bottom). (e) Harlequin bugs,
Murgantia histrionica (fam. Pentatomidae). Black and yellow individuals were reared at 22 and
30oC, respectively. (f) Nutrition strongly influences insect body size. Taeniopoda eques
grasshoppers (fam. Romaleidae), from the Chihuahuan Desert in SE Arizona, showing
plasticity in body size to nutrition. Males on left; females on right. Bottom four individuals from site
that received ample rains and had lush vegetation; top four individuals from a site 15-km distant
Fig. 1 Contd. ...
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that received poor rains and had poor vegetation. In previous years, rain, vegetation, and
grasshopper size patterns were reversed at these two sites (d-f: Whitman, unpubl.).
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maggot, feeding inside a sun-exposed fruit, responds to near-lethal
temperatures by mounting a full-fledged biochemical counter-response.
Rapid transcription and translation floods the cells with protective heatshock proteins that stabilize thermal-labile proteins, preventing death. In a
nearby shaded sibling, no heat shock proteins are produced (Chapter 17).
Across the meadow, a different insect is trapped on a poor-quality host. This
inadequate diet profoundly alters her life history and fecundity by reducing
her development and growth rates, body size (Figs. 1f, 4i), number of
ovarioles, and clutch size and egg size, which, in turn, alters the life history
and fecundity of her offspring (Chapter 11). A beetle larva, sensing its fungal
competitor, accelerates its development (Roder et al. 2008). As fall turns to
winter, the adult, exposed to short day lengths, radically switches its
behavior and physiology. It stops feeding, burrows into the soil, changes
color, dramatically lowers its metabolism, and fortifies its tissues with
cyroprotectants, enabling survival at frigid temperatures. Its sibling, kept in
long-day conditions, exhibits none of these changes and is killed by mildly
cold temperatures (Chapter 16).
The above insects share a singular commonality: in each case, an
individual has changed its morphology, physiology, behavior, or life history
in response to changing environmental conditions. Such phenotypic
plasticity is universal among living things and derived from the fact that
environments vary. These environmental changes, be they temporal, spatial,
abiotic, or biotic, are challenging because they can destabilize homeostasis
and development, and disrupt the match between an organism’s phenotype
and the environment, thereby lowering fitness. Organisms counter
environmental variation with their own adaptive variation of two types:
between- and within-generation variation (Meyers and Bull 2002, DeWitt
and Langerhans 2004). The former is mostly genetic and can result in
adaptive change within a population. Between-generation variation has
been the primary focus of evolutionary biologists and is based on natural
selection acting on heritable variation caused by mutation, recombination,
genetic drift, etc. In contrast, within-generation variation is almost always
non-genetic, occurs in individuals, and is frequently adaptive, because it
allows individuals to adjust to environmental variation in real time.
Interest in phenotypic plasticity has grown exponentially in the last
20 years, igniting an explosion of literature. Most of the ideas expressed in
this chapter are derived from the following excellent reviews, and readers
should consult these sources for a more comprehensive understanding of
plasticity: Bradshaw 1965, Scheiner 1993, Nylin and Gotthard 1998,
Schlichting and Pigliucci 1998, Tollrian and Harvell 1999, Agrawal 2001,
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2005, Pigliucci 2001, Zera and Harshman 2001, Schlichting and Smith
2002, Nijhout 2003a, West Eberhard 2003, Benard 2004, Dewitt and
Scheiner 2004, Ohgushi 2005, Emlen et al. 2007, Shingleton et al. 2007,
Sultan 2007.
What is Phenotypic Plasticity?
The concept of phenotypic plasticity is deceptively simple. Numerous
authors have defined phenotypic plasticity (Box 1), and, at face value, these
definitions seem fairly similar. However, the devil is in the details, and we
consider these details, below. For our purposes, we define phenotypic
plasticity as the capacity of a single genotype to exhibit a range of
phenotypes in response to variation in the environment (Fordyce 2006).
Box 1

Definitions of Phenotypic Plasticity

• Plasticity is shown by a genotype when its expression is able to be altered
by environmental influence . . . it does not have any implications
concerning the adaptation value of the change occurring . . . (Bradshaw
1965).
• A change in the expressed phenotype of a genotype as a function of the
environment or when an individual’s phenotype is influenced by its
environment (Scheiner 1993).
• The capacity of an organism to develop any of several phenotypic states,
depending on the environment; usually this capacity is supposed to be
adaptive (Futuyma 1998).
• The ability of an organism to express different phenotypes depending on
the environment (Agrawal 2001).
• The property of a given genotype to produce different phenotypes in
response to distinct environmental conditions (Pigliucci 2001).
• Any change in an organism’s characteristics in response to an
environmental signal (Schlichting & Smith 2002).
• Condition-sensitive development or the ability of an organism to react to
an environmental input with a change in form, state, movement, or rate of
activity (West-Eberhard 2003).
• Environment-dependent phenotype expression or the environmentally
sensitive production of alternative phenotypes by given genotypes
(Dewitt & Scheiner 2004).
• The expression of different phenotypes in a single genotype when
subjected to different environments (Ananthakrishnan & Whitman 2005).
• Variation, under environmental influence, in the phenotype associated
with a genotype (Freeman & Herron 2007).
• Environmental sensitivity for a trait (Various authors).
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Variance Partitioning
Phenotypic plasticity represents measureable variation, and as such can
often be expressed and analyzed by Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
(Pigliucci 2001). A statistical measure of variation is variance, which
quantifies the deviation of values around a mean. The variance of a
phenotypic trait can be partitioned as follows:
VP = VG + VE + VG ¥ E + Verror
Where:
VP = Total phenotypic variance for a trait
VG = Genetic variance (proportion of phenotypic variation
attributable to genes)
VE = Environmental variance (proportion of variation caused by the
environment)
VG¥ E = Genotype ¥ environment interaction (Genetic variation for
phenotypic plasticity)
Verror = Unexplained variance, including developmental noise,
measurement error, etc.
ANOVA can partition phenotypic variation into the above components.
However, these terms, especially the expression of genetic variance, are often
further divided into component parts (Debat and David 2001, Piersma and
Drent 2003). Thus, experimental designs with some form of genetic structure
(i.e., using clones, half-sibling families, multiple populations, etc.) and
environmental treatments are extremely powerful for studying phenotypic
plasticity. Nonetheless, genetic structure is not required for the study of
plasticity. A simple design of several individuals of a species, randomly
assigned to different environments, can often yield a robust estimate of
plasticity. Here, VG and VG ¥ E are unknown, but VP can still be partitioned
into what is explained by VE (i.e., phenotypic plasticity) and all other sources
of phenotypic variation. VG ¥E is an important term because it shows that
different genotypes express different plastic responses. Such genetic
variance in plasticity allows plasticity to evolve.
Graphic Representation: Reaction Norms
Phenotypic plasticity can be visualized by the use of reaction norms, which
plot values for a specific phenotypic trait across two or more environments
or treatments (Schlichting and Pigliucci 1998, Sarkar 2004). Figure 2 shows
hypothetical reaction norms, for a specific trait (in this case, let’s say horn
length), for five genotypes in a population. Each genotype expresses a
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different mean value for horn length in Environment 1 (VG ). However, when
subjected to a new environment, most genotypes alter their horn length. In
this case, when comparing the grand means (the triangles) in each
environment, we see that horn length generally increases in Environment 2
(VE ). However, each genotype exhibits a different reaction norm (i.e., a
different response to environment, or different slopes in Figure 2). Genotype
4 shows no plasticity for this particular trait: mean horn length remains the
same in both environments. In contrast, Genotype 3 shows extreme
phenotypic plasticity for mean horn length, growing long horns in
Environment 2. Alternatively, for Genotype 1, mean horn length decreases in
Environment 2. The fact that each Genotype shows a different response
(non-parallel reaction norms) represents genotype ¥ environment
interaction (VG ¥ E), indicating genetic variation in plasticity itself, upon
which natural selection can act to alter the shape and variance of the
species’ reaction norm. Figure 3 shows real reaction norms from real
animals; additional examples can be found throughout this book. Note that
when multiple environments or continuous environmental gradients are
included, reaction norms may be highly curvilinear or discontinuous (Roff
1996, Emlen and Nijhout 2000, David et al. 2004). One problem with both
variance partitioning and reaction norms is that they do not explain the
evolution, underlying mechanisms, or consequence of phenotypic plasticity

Fig. 2 Hypothetical reaction norms for five genotypes in one population. Triangles show
mean population trait value at two different environments. See text for explanation.
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Fig. 3 Reaction norms from insects, showing the great diversity in phenotypic plasticity
response. (a) Reaction norms for various traits in Drosophila in response to growth temperature
(David et al. 2004; by permission of Oxford University Press, Inc.). (b) Sigmoid allometry for
Fig. 3 Contd. ...
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— they simply depict their variable and heritable natures (Nijhout 2003a,
Frankino and Raff 2004).
Characterizing Phenotypic Plasticity
Scientists agree that phenotypic plasticity concerns environmentally
induced changes to phenotypes (see Box 1). Also, most consider discrete
morphological polyphenisms (Figs. 1a-d, 4a,b,k,l, 5) as good examples of
this concept. However, environments can influence phenotypes in diverse
and complicated ways, and it is among these varied effects that opinions
about plasticity begin to diverge. Below, we discuss some of the complexities
and controversies surrounding phenotypic plasticity.
What Kinds of Traits Exhibit Phenotypic Plasticity?
Virtually any trait can show phenotypic plasticity. The concept was first
applied to morphological traits (Woltereck 1909, Schlichting and Pigliucci
1998), and some authors still link phenotypic plasticity to morphology.
However, it is clear that organisms can also alter biochemistry, physiology,
behavior, and life history in response to the environment (B. Agarwala 2007,
see Chapters 5, 11, 12, this book), and such changes are now generally
accepted as phenotypic plasticity. Hence, such diverse phenomena as heat
shock reaction (Chapter 17), acclimatizations (Chapter 16), diapause,
immunology, learning and imprinting (Chapter 18), host-plant switching
(Chapter 18), enzyme induction, predator-induced defense (Chapters 7, 8),
maternal effects (Chapter 19), homeostasis (Chapter 15), mate choice and
hybridization (Pfennig 2007), dispersal (Chapter 14), environmentally
induced transcription and translation, and general stress responses are
now often analyzed under the rubric of phenotypic plasticity. However,
because virtually all phenotypic traits result from underlying biochemicalphysiological processes, virtually all phenotypic plasticity represents (or
results from) altered physiology.
Many authors view plasticity as a developmental process (Cronk 2005),
and even ontogeny can be considered a continuous reaction norm of the
Fig. 3 Contd. ...

horn length in male Onthophagus taurus beetles in response to body size, which is largely
determined by larval nutrition (after Moczek et al. 2004, see Chpt.3). (c) Allometry for nutritioninfluenced forceps length in Eluanon bipartitus male earwigs, showing two discrete morphs with
no intermediaries (Tompkins & Simmons 1996, Schlichting & Piglucci 1998, Tomkins 1999).
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entire genotype (Schlichting and Smith 2002), with time as the
“environmental” variable. Others link phenotypic plasticity to
environmental induction of gene or allele expression (e.g., Czesak et al.
2006). However, these all represent biochemical-physiological processes.
Development is particularly susceptible to deviating perturbations, with
manifold downstream consequences, and this is why plasticity theory is
closely tied to development (see Chapters 3, 4, 12, 13, 14).
Organisms are complex networks of interacting systems. As such, altered
environments induce not single, but manifold changes, altering suites of
independent and interconnected traits that range across multiple levels of
biological organization (Relyea 2004a, Gorur et al. 2005, de Kroon et al. 2005,
Chapters 2, 14). An example is locust polyphenism, in which solitary and
gregarious phenotypes differ in behavior, morphology, food selection, body
color, gene expression, neuro-, endocrine, and nutritional physiology,
metabolism, immune responses, pheromone production, reproduction, and
longevity (Simpson et al. 2005, Song 2005, see Chapters 5, 6, this book). A
developmental evolutionary challenge is the integration of numerous
plasticities into a functioning individual of high fitness (Pigliucci and
Preston 2004, Shingleton et al. 2007).
Fig. 4 Morphological phenotypic plasticity in insects. (a) Soldier vs. worker in Reticulitermes
flavipes termites (Klausnitzer 1987; Courtesy: Edition Leipzig). (b) Non-estivating (left) and
estivating (right) nymphs of Periphyllus granulatus aphids (Hille Ris Lambers 1966. Reprinted,
with permission, from Annual Review of Entomology, Vol. 11 (1966) by Annual Reviews,
www.anualreviews.org. (c) Soldier (top) and non-soldier Pseudoregma alexanderi aphids.
Reprinted from: Minks & Harrewijn 1987, courtesy of Elseiver Ltd. See Stern & Foster 1996,
Shibau et al. 2003, 2004). (d) Oedymerous (left) and gynaecoid (right) male Tiarothrips
subramanii thrips (Ananthakrishnan 2005). (e) Small and large male Phoxothrips pugilator
thrips (Haga & Okajima 1975, Mound 2005). (f) Polyphenism in Forficula auricularia male
earwig cerci (Carpenter 1899, Tomkins & Simmons 1996, Tomkins 1999). (g) Horned and
hornless Onthophagus taurus dung beetles. (h) Polyphenism in male Cladognathus giraffe
stag beetles (Otte & Stayman 1979). (i) Male Brentus anchorago weevils from Costa Rica
exhibit enormous plasticity in body length (7 to 49 mm) (Johnson 1982; Courtesy of John Wiley
& Sons Ltd). (j) Heads of small and large male Mecynothrips kraussi thrips (Palmer & Mound
1978). (k) Phenotypic plasticity to host in a trichogrammatid egg parasitoid, Trichogramma
semblidis: small winged male (left) from moth eggs. Large wingless male (right) from alder fly
eggs (Salt 1937). (l) Dispersing and non-dispersing forms of male Pseudidarnes minerva fig
wasps (Cook et al. 1997; Courtesy of Royal Society of London. See also Pienaar & Greef
2003a,b).
Fig. 4 Contd. ...
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Phenotypic Modulation vs. Developmental Conversions
Phenotypic plasticities range from graded, continuous responses
(phenotypic modulation), to discrete switches in phenotype with no
intermediate forms (developmental conversion or threshold traits) (Roff
1996, Windig et al. 2004) (see Glossary). The former are sometimes assumed
to be non-adaptive, reversible “susceptibilities,” and produce continuous
linear or curvilinear reaction norms. Examples include nutrition and
temperature effects on growth rate and body size (Figs. 1f, 3a).
Developmental conversions are sometimes assumed to be beneficial,
permanent adaptations, and produce discontinuous or sigmoid reaction
norms. Examples include discrete polyphenisms (Figs. 1a-c, 3c, 4a, b, k, l, 5).
Most plasticities fall somewhere between these extremes. Importantly, a
plastic trait may be erroneously designated a developmental conversion due
to improper sampling or failure to expose experimental organisms to
intermediate environments (Fig. 7e) (Nijhout 2003a). In addition, a
continuous, graded process may underlie a discontinuous plasticity, such
as when a trait responds to a gradual change in an underlying hormone
concentration, via a threshold mechanism (Roff 1996, Nijhout, 2003a). Note
that developmental conversions can be alternatives (such as in social castes)
or sequential, as in sequential sex change (Munday et al. 2006).
Cues
Phenotypic plasticity can be initiated by either environmental stimuli or
cues. The former are often environmental factors such as temperature or
oxygen level that directly disrupt homeostasis or development in nonadaptive ways. In contrast, organisms can evolve mechanisms to sense and
adaptively respond to certain cues that predict environmental change
(Nijhout 2003a). Hence, cues are generally considered to be specific
environmental signals that predict environmental change, and induce
adaptive plasticities. Cues tend to be non-harmful stimuli (i.e., photoperiod
or a predator-released chemical) that do not harm the individual directly,
whereas stimuli, themselves, are often harmful selective agents (toxin, high
temperature). However, the division between these two is blurred, and the
same environmental factor, such as temperature, can simultaneously initiate
a highly adaptive plastic response and harmful physiological disruption. In
general, organisms should evolve mechanisms to detect and respond to
environmental stimuli or signals that accurately predict future
environmental conditions. Hence, stress factors and correlated predictive
signals should evolve into cues.
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Fig. 5 (a) Soldier (left) and small worker caste (right) in Atta texana leafcutter ants (Wheeler
1910). (b) Heads of soldier vs. small worker castes in Cheliomyrmex nortoni driver ants
(Wheeler 1910). a and b courtesy Columbia University Press. (c) Heads of large soldier (top)
and small worker (bottom) of Eciton burchelli army ants (after Schneirla & Topoff 1971). (d)
Caste polyphenism in Atta laevigata leafcutter ants. (e) Minor and major workers of an
Acanthomyrmex species from the Celebes (d & e drawn by Turid Hölldobler; Oster & Wilson
1978); courtesy of Princeton University Press. (f) Vespula maculifrons queen and worker
illustrated by S. Landry (Evans & West-Eberhard 1970). Courtesy University Michigan Press.
(g) Worker (left) queen (middle) and soldier (right) of Amitermes hastatus (after Skaife 1954).
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Both stimuli and cues can originate internally or externally. For example,
initial hatchling size, growth rates, nutrient titers, or pathogen presence may
serve as internal cues that determine alternative developmental outcomes
(Nijhout 2003a,b, Mirth and Riddiford 2007, Shingleton et al. 2007).
Virtually any factor can serve as a stimulus or cue to initiate a plastic
response, and can be received via any sensory modality [chemical, visual,
thermal, mechanical (tactile, acoustic), electrical, etc.] (see other chapters,
this book). In Diacamma ants, queens induce young adults to become workers
by chewing off their vestigial wings (Peeters and Higashi 1986, Baratte et al.
2006). Water force cues development rate in stonefly nymphs (Franken et al.
2008) and penis length in barnacles (Neufeld and Palmer 2008).
Specific vs. General Plasticities
Some plastic responses are highly specific in either requisite stimuli or
response. For example, some plants possess receptor proteins that detect
only their most common natural enemy (Zhao et al. 2005). Such specificity is
seen in corn plants that increase defense in response to saliva from young,
but not old armyworm caterpillars, perhaps because the plastic defense is
only effective against young caterpillars (Takabayahshi et al. 1995). Elm
trees produce volatiles attractive to egg parasitoids, in response to
oviposition by its primary beetle herbivore, but not to beetle feeding (Meiners
and Hilker 2000). Following fires, some grasshoppers will respond to
altered light quality by adaptively changing their body color to black (see
Uvarov 1966). Other grasshopper species fail to respond to light, but change
color specifically in response to temperature, humidity, food, or crowding, or
to some combination of these cues (Rowell 1971, Tanaka 2004, Chapters 5, 6).
Other elicitors and responses are more general, such as temperature
(Chapters 12, 16, 17) and nutrition (Chapters 3, 10, 11, 19) which can influence nearly every aspect of an animal’s phenotype and ecology. In some
aphids, alate production is induced by any combination of photoperiod,
crowding, nutrition, or presence of natural enemies (B. Agrawal 2008).
Learning is a general form of plasticity that can respond to manifold environmental stimuli, and produce a great variety of plastic responses (Kukas
2004, Chapter 18). Likewise, growth and development rates are plastic to
innumerable environmental factors (Chapter 10). Complex plasticities, such
as locust polyphenism and life history plasticities, represent composites of
numerous underlying plastic traits (Song 2005). The species characteristics
and environmental factors that favor the evolution of general vs. specific
cues and responses, and the underlying physiological and ecological constraints that shape these responses are currently unknown.
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Adaptive Plasticity
Many examples of phenotypic plasticity are clearly adaptive (i.e., beneficial
as the result of past selection), such as some immune responses,
antipredator defenses, acclimatizations, diapause, life-history shifts,
dispersals, etc. (West-Eberhard 2003, Lyytinen et al. 2004, Schmid-Hempel
2005). Other plasticities are non-adaptive. These include many
susceptibilities to abiotic factors, and manipulations of hosts by parasites
and pathogens (Hurd and Lane 1998, Roy et al. 2006, Kenyon and Hunter
2007, Poinar and Yanoviak 2008). For example, some leaf miners and gall
makers induce maladaptive resource allocations and leaf retention in host
plants (Prichard and James 1984, Oishi and Sato 2007). However, the
environment can influence phenotypes in complex ways, and it is often
difficult to determine whether or not altered phenotypes are beneficial or
adaptive (van Kleunen and Fischer 2005, Pigliucci 2005, see Chapters 7, 10).
Plasticities are under conflicting selective pressures (Sih 2004) and carry
numerous costs and tradeoffs (DeWitt et al. 1998, Fordyce 2001, Chapters 3,
7, 10, 11, 12, 14), and some have argued that it is nearly impossible to ever
know their total cost/benefit ratios. First is that a great many traits may be
altered by a single environmental factor, and not all of these changes may be
recognized or studied, including their numerous and complex
physiological and environmental interactions and consequences (Relyea
2004a, Agrawal 2005). A specific altered trait may be highly beneficial in one
context, but overwhelmingly detrimental in another. For example, plastic
production of large spines or heavy armor in a prey (Fig. 6b) in response to
the presence of predators may aid antipredator defense, but reduce feeding,
migration, mating, fecundity, etc. (Roff 1996). Hence, the benefit of any
phenotype is relative to a specific time and place and presence or absence of
interacting individuals (Nykänen and Koricheva 2004, Thompson 2005). To
understand adaptive plasticity, one must consider benefits and costs of
plastic phenotypes in several environments.
Genetic and environmental correlations are themselves plastic to the
environment (Piggliucci 2005). A particular plastic response may be highly
advantageous in one season and detrimental in the the next. Indeed, a
specific plastic response might be evolutionarily favored, and thus
maintained in a population even if its expression produces great fitness
benefits only once every 10 years; i.e., uncommon, periodic events may drive
some evolution. In most years, a researcher would have little chance of
observing an uncommon, but powerful selective event (e.g., Stephen 2005).
Also, cost/benefit analysis should continue into the next generation,
because of parental effects (Agrawal 2001, Mondor et al. 2005). Most cost/
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Fig. 6 (a) Horn polyphenism in Onthophagus nigriventris. Courtesy of D. Emlen. See Emlen
et al. 2006, 2007. (b) Predator-induced plasticity in Daphnia lumholtzi. Left individual was
exposed to fish-predator chemicals, right individual was not. The long spines reduce predation
(Agrawal 2001).
benefit studies are conducted in the laboratory, greenhouse, or outdoor
cages, and may not accurately reflect the realities of nature. Finally,
“adaptive” implies past selection, but a population’s history is often opaque
(Doughty and Reznick 2004). Hence, it is difficult to know the adaptive
value of phenotypic plasticity, and, for that reason, “adaptiveness” cannot
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be the criterion for judging if an environmentally altered trait represents
plasticity (van Klunen and Fischer 2005).
There is another reason for not restricting phenotypic plasticity to only
“adaptive” traits. This is because, whether adaptive or not, all environmentinduced changes to phenotypes are similar in that they place those
individuals into a different selective regime, with potential fitness and evolutionary consequences. Indeed, the evolution of many adaptive plasticities,
such as diapause, alternative morphologies, mating and life history strategies in small individuals, and even sociality, may have been stimulated by
detrimental plastic responses to harmful factors such as low temperature or
poor nutrition (West-Eberhard 2003, Emlen et al. 2006, Chapter 3).
Of course, we should continue to test the Beneficial Plasticity Hypothesis,
and to evaluate both the specific and overall value of plasticity (Wilson and
Franklin 2002, Doughty and Reznick 2004, van Kleunen and Fischer 2005,
Chapter 10). Two features that often imply adaptation are anticipatory and
active plasticities (see below).
Anticipatory vs. Responsive Phenotypic Plasticity
Some plastic responses are anticipatory, in that individuals initiate
phenotypic change before the appearance of a harmful (or beneficial)
environmental factor. Examples include diapause induction before the onset
of winter, and detoxification induction in caterpillars. Some plants exhibit
defense plasticity whereby caterpillar feeding induces the production of the
plant hormones jasmonate and salicylate, which, in turn, triggers synthesis
of anti-herbivore toxins (Chapter 7). Amazingly, Helicoverpa zea caterpillars
have deciphered the plant’s chemical signaling, and apparently monitor the
plant’s hormone concentration, which allows them to preempt poisoning.
Consumption of the plant hormones activates four genes in the caterpillar
that code for cytochrome P450 detoxifying enzymes, preparing it for the
oncoming plant defensive onslaught (Li et al. 2002). Other plastic responses
are non-anticipatory and are only triggered after the appearance of the new
environment. Anticipatory and responsive plasticities are sometimes
termed cued plasticity and direct plasticity, respectively (West-Eberhard
2003).
Because non-anticipatory plasticity may allow damage before the individual has a chance to change, we would expect direct plasticity to evolve
into cued (anticipatory) plasticity, when possible. Likewise, if a particular
trait’s differential expression is strongly associated with fitness, we would
expect organisms to evolve to respond to multiple predictive cues, as in the
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case of aphids, which produce winged, dispersing phenotypes in response
to photoperiod, crowding, nutrition, and densities of both natural enemies
and ant body guards (B. Agarwala 2007). A requirement for anticipatory
plasticity is that the cue must reliably predict the environmental change
(Karban et al. 1999). Consistent abiotic cues of seasonal change (i.e., photoperiod) are perhaps the most reliable cues favoring the evolution of
anticipatory plasticity (Bradshaw and Holzapfel 2007).
Active vs. Passive Phenotypic Plasticity and Susceptibilities
Many environment-induced phenotypic changes are active in that the
response involves multiple regulatory genes and processes acting at
different hierarchies to produce a complex, coordinated change. Good
examples are discussed throughout this book, and include locust
polyphenisms (Chapter 5) and environmentally induced diapause, which
are plastic, highly integrated responses, involving behavior, physiology,
morphology, and life history, regulated by specific genes and feedback
mechanisms, and complex coordinated physiological-endocrine processes.
As previously noted, diapause plasticity is also often anticipatory, in that
the insect responds to environmental cues that predict future stressful
environmental changes. Active, anticipatory phenotypic plasticities
provide strong circumstantial support for adaptive plasticity.
In contrast to active plasticity, other environmentally induced phenotypic
alterations appear to be simple susceptibilities to physical or chemical
environmental stresses. Toxins, poor nutrition, and extreme temperatures,
pH, O2 levels, and osmolarities can directly alter chemical, enzymatic,
cellular, and developmental process, producing passive (not regulated by
the organism) changes to the phenotype. Small size resulting from poor
nutrition is perhaps the classic example of passive plasticity. Nonetheless,
most forms of plasticity likely contain active and passive components, and
distinguishing them can be difficult. Even for poor nutrition-induced small
size, one could make the argument that smaller individuals are more fit than
larger individuals, given the current environment. Active and passive
plasticity can act simultaneously on the same trait in the same individual,
and can be in similar or different directions (van Kleunen and Fischer 2005).
Both types represent phenotypic plasticity.
Period of Responsiveness
Species vary greatly as to when in their development they can respond to
environmental change. Some species remain responsive throughout much
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of their lives. In others, developmental processes create specific windows
when plasticity is possible. This is particularly true in arthropods because of
their discrete life stages (i.e., metamorphosis) and their external skeleton,
which is not amenable to change after scleritization (Frankino and Raff
2004). Hence, for insects, phenotypic plasticity in external morphology must
be initiated before molting (Shingleton et al. 2007). Many species have
evolved precise temporal windows of responsiveness, and if they do not
receive the appropriate environmental stimuli during that critical period,
plasticity does not occur. Examples are some butterfly polyphenisms
(Nijhout 1991, 2003a) and insects that imprint on their host or habitat
immediately following adult eclosion (Davis and Stamps 2004, Chapter 18).
Speed of Induction
If one includes behavior (Sih 2004) and transgenerational plasticity
(Mousseau and Dingle 1991, Mousseau and Fox 1998), then the speed of
plastic responses ranges from instantaneous to generational. Phenotypic
change should match environmental change, and too long of a lag time can
be maladaptive. Thus, a key is again the match between the response, no
matter what the time scale, to the environment experienced: rapidly
changing environments should select for rapid plastic response, and slowly
changing environments for graded or slowed responses. The former would
require behavioral or physiological phenotypic plasticity, and the latter
could be met with slower acting developmental plasticity, including altered
morphologies or life histories.
Reversibility
Plastic traits vary in their permanency. In general, behavioral and
physiological traits are rapidly reversible within individuals, whereas
morphology and life history can be permanent. A great many traits fall
somewhere in-between. It is difficult to shed morphologies, but even more so
in insects because of their hardened exoskeleton, and because they are
relatively short lived, and thus have little time or need to reverse phenotypes.
However, some insect morphological plasticities are reversible. Adult
Thysanura and krill (Crustaceae) molt to a smaller size in response to poor
nutrition (Marinovic and Mangel 1999, Piersma and Drent 2003). Kosciuscola
tristis grasshoppers can repeatedly alter their body color in as little as 1 hr
(Key and Day 1954a,b). Conversely, induced plasticities in plants and
humans can last for years (Tollrian and Harvell 1999), or across generations
(Mousseau and Fox 1998, Agrawal et al. 1999, Bateson et al. 2004).
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Physiological Mechanisms underlying Phenotypic Plasticity
Adaptive phenotypic plasticity is accomplished via a vast diversity of
mechanisms, involving virtually all physiological levels and systems.
Detailed understanding of biochemical pathways and mechanisms exists
for pathogen-induced plasticity in vertebrates and plants (Frost 1999,
Defranco 2007, Chapter 7), beetle horns (Emlen et al. 2007, Chapter 3),
butterfly polyphenisms (Chapter 9), body size and allometry (Emlen and
Allen 2004, Shingleton et al. 2007, Chapters 10, 13), wing polyphenisms
(Chapter 14), some acclimations (Chapter 16), stress proteins (Chapter 17),
and social castes (Page and Amdam 2007). For adaptive, coordinated
phenotypic plasticity, the process involves cue recognition, stimulus
transduction, and complex effector systems (Schlichting and Smith 2002,
Windig et al. 2004 ). Cues can originate from in- or outside the individual. In
some cases environmental cues are specific and are detected by specialized
sense organs or mechanisms designed primarily for that purpose. In other
cases, eliciting cues are more generic and are received by the general sense
organs, such as eyes or mechanoreceptors. For example, tactile stimulation
of sensory hairs on the legs of locusts triggers behavioral phase change in
response to high density (Chapter 5). Translated signals may be sent to
specific tissues and used immediately, or stored for later induction.
Phenotype alteration can be accomplished from a single, unchanging
genome via any combination of transcription, translation, enzyme,
hormone, and morphogen regulation, morphogenesis, apoptosis, and
neural control, with appropriate regulation and feedbacks between
subcomponents of the overall process (Miura 2005, Amdam 2007, Emlen et
al. 2007, Wolschin and Amdam 2007, Zhou et al. 2007, Chapter 7). Between
cue reception and production of the ultimate phenotype, may lie dozens of
steps, influenced by hundreds of genes and untold environmental/
physiological factors. This, in part, is what makes understanding of both
genetic and physiological control of plasticity so difficult. In insects,
environmental factors can directly turn on or off genes (Ellers et al. 2008,
Chapters 7, 16, 17) or hormones (Emlen and Nijhout 2000), and hormones
induce differential gene expression and development (Nijhout 1994, Evans
and Wheeler 1999). Hormones lie at the base of virtually all insect
developmental conversions (discrete polyphenisms) (Nijhout 1994, 1999,
2003a, Chapters 9, 13, 14), and small evolutionary changes in thresholds or
timing of hormone release or sensitivity periods of specific tissues produce
different reaction norms in different taxa (Emlen et al. 2007, Shingleton et al.
2007, Chapters 13, 14). In insects, parts of the endocrine and nervous
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systems are one-and-the-same, which probably aids transduction of
environmental cues into physiological responses (Nijhout 2003a).
Selection may act anywhere along this chain. However, reaction norm
evolution is often accomplished by altering timing of physiological
mechanisms that control developmental switches (Moczek and Nijhout
2003, Chapter 13). Brief and disparate sensitivity periods for different
tissues, such as various imaginal disks, allow independent,
compartmentalized regulation and evolution of traits, fostering great
diversity of plastic responses (Emlen et al. 2007, Chapter 13).
Inability to elucidate the physiological mechanisms underlying
phenotypic plasticity greatly hampered past plasticity research, and a
complete understanding of plasticity will require knowing its physiology
(Ricklefs and Wiekelski 2002, Frankino and Raff 2004, Lessells 2008,
Chapters 11, 13, 14). However, multiple approaches for physiological
understanding are now available, and modern molecular tools are
stimulating rapid progress (Frankino and Raff 2004, Cossins et al. 2006,
Emlen et al. 2006, Shiu and Borevitz 2008). For example, microarrays
provide for the simultaneous monitoring of the expression of thousands of
genes during induction and expression of phenotypic plasticity, and, when
coupled with knockouts and other technologies, will allow identification of
the specific genes and pathways responsible for adaptive responses.
In social insects, caste determination in different species ranges from
environmental to genetic (O’Donnell 1998, Miura 2004, 2005, Hayashi et al.
2007, Hunt 2007, Whitfield 2007). Caste ratios are often determined by
positive and negative feedback mechanisms, whereby increasing numbers
of one caste feed back to reduce production of that caste, often accomplished
via pheromones or nutrition (Shibao et al. 2004).
Physiological Homeostasis is Phenotypic Plasticity
Rapid, short-term physiological homeostasis such as regulation of blood pH
and osmolarity represents phenotypic plasticity. Somewhat counter
intuitively, homeostasis is derived from monitoring internal and external
conditions, and manipulating physiology, i.e, keeping some aspect of the
phenotype constant by altering enzyme activity or other physiological or
behavioral parameters, in response to a varying environment (Chapters 13,
15). Some traditional homeostatic mechanisms and phenotypic plasticities
share similar physiological mechanisms (Chapter 16). Physiological
changes, be they rapid and short-term, or delayed and long-term, represent
altered phenotypes to altered environments, and, as such, have the potential
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to produce the same evolutionary effect – increased fitness for those
genotypes that can show the beneficial plasticity. Hence, phenotypic
plasticity can not be defined by velocity and reversibility of responses.
Phenotypic Plasticity vs. Canalization
Phenotypic plasticity is often considered the opposite of canalization.
However, reaction norms can be canalized (Scheiner 1993). In addition, to
hold one trait constant in the face of a changing environment often requires
change (plasticity) in another trait. For example, some insects exhibit
canalized egg size, and when confronted with poor nutrition or end of
season, such insects maintain egg size, but express plasticity in clutch size
or oocyte development rates (Chapter 11). In other species, clutch size or
oocyte development may be canalized (Stearns 1992, Nylin and Gotthard
1998, Fox and Czesak 2000). Given trade-offs, and that particular traits can
evolve to be plastic or canalized, the evolutionary outcome is presumably
based on the relative advantages of different strategies in different habitats.
Furthermore, what at first may appear to be a non-adaptive passive response
(for example, lowered clutch size under poor nutrition), may in fact be an
evolved plastic response to maintain egg size, oocyte development rate, or
female survival. As mentioned above, physiological homeostasis also
requires an underlying plasticity. As such, canalizations in physiology, lifehistory, and development are often accomplished via phenotypic plasticity.
Why is Phenotypic Plasticity Important?
Phenotypic plasticity is important because it expands the existing
“genocentric” evolutionary theory, producing an encompassing paradigm
to explain life on earth. Plasticity was once considered “noise” but is now
widely recognized as potentially adaptive under a wide array of
circumstances. As with any major shift in scientific thinking, phenotypic
plasticity engenders new ideas, causing us to ask new questions and test
hypotheses that would not otherwise be examined, leading us to productive
new scientific insights.
Phenotypic plasticity is a counterbalance to mutation-driven evolution — It is
not surprising that during the first half of the 20th Century, scientists, flushed
with excitement about Mendelian genetics, viewed evolution primarily as a
mutational process. However, this bias largely ignored an important reality
of evolution – that natural selection selects not among genotypes, but among
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phenotypes. Thus, the phenotype, and variation among phenotypes, plays a
major role in evolution. And, because the environment in which an
individual develops determines its phenotype, the environment also
assumes a greater role in evolution, and may, in fact, produce more viable
phenotypic variation than do mutations (West-Eberhard 2003, 2005). This is
because mutations are not only rare, but usually deleterious. In contrast, a
single environmental factor may alter the phenotypes of an entire
population, providing natural selection with access to perhaps thousands
of environmentally altered individuals, as opposed to a single mutant
individual. In addition, mutations generally arise randomly with no
correlation to specific environments, whereas new environmentally
induced phenotypes are both directional and highly correlated with the
specific new environment, allowing new environments to immediately
produce and select among new phenotypes (Badyaev 2005). Altered
environments may influence a diversity of traits that are not genetically
linked, and hence may rearrange phenotypes in novel ways unavailable to
single mutations. Unlike most mutations, a developmental rearrangement is
likely to include both the altered trait and its background regulation (WestEberhard 2005). And, because the inducing environmental factor may recur
year after year, the new phenotype will recur often. Recurrence of a novel
phenotype among large numbers of individuals that differ in numerous
genetic, phenotypic, and environmental characteristics provides a fertile
substrate for selection to act. Indeed, selection cannot act on a trait, if that
trait is not exposed (i.e., the trait must be expressed in the phenotype). By
producing novel combinations of phenotypic traits, the environment creates
new raw products for selection. This process is believed to lead to adaptive
phenotypic plasticity that we see today, and even to the generation of new
species (West-Eberhard 2003, Schlichting 2004, Fordyce 2006, but see deJong
2005).
Under traditional evolutionary theory, the environment acts after
phenotypic variation is produced, and plays a single role: selecting among
genetically produced variation. With phenotypic plasticity, the environment
plays a dual role in evolution: it both creates phenotypic variation and
selects among that variation. This is a major change in how we view
evolution. As such, environmentally induced phenotypic variation comes to
assume a more important (perhaps dominant) position in evolutionary
theory (West-Eberhard 2003). Similarly, theories of how organisms adapt to
environmental heterogeneity previously emphasized between-generation
adaptation by populations. In contrast, phenotypic plasticity emphasizes
how individuals adapt within their lifetimes. Merging within- and between-
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generation, individual and population adaptation produces a more
comprehensive theoretical framework of adaptive variation to
environmental heterogeneity (Pigliucci 2001, Meyers and Bull 2002, WestEberhard 2003), and may contribute to a new grand unifying theory of
biology (Pigliucci 2007).
Including phenotypic plasticity produces a better model — As suggested
above, the inclusion of phenotypic plasticity can result in a better model
than mutation-allelic substitution alone in explaining the production of
organismal diversity. For example, the initial evolution of warning color
(aposematism), starting as a rare mutation is problematic because
conspicuous prey should be quickly found and removed by predators
(Lindström et al. 2001). In contrast, evolution of aposematism is easily
explained by phenotypic plasticity (Sword 2002). Likewise, for
development, phenotypic plasticity explains the evolution of allometry and
exaggerated morphologies (Emlen and Nijhout 2000, Shingleton et al. 2007).
For physiology, phenotypic plasticity explains adaptive, beneficial
plasticities such as acclimation (Chapter 16), and response to exercise
(Swallow et al. 2005), quite well. In ecology, it aids our understanding of lifehistory variation (Beckerman et al. 2002), population dynamics (Haukioja
1990, Gardner and Agrawal 2002), community structure (Werner and
Peacor 2003, Agrawal 2005), and modeling of ecological and evolutionary
processes (DeAngelis and Mooij 2005). Phenotypic plasticity also helps
explain some sexual selection (Qvarnström and Price 2001), alternative
mating strategies (Pfennig 2007, Chapter 3), and evolution of sociality (WestEberhard 2003, Page and Amdam 2007).
Phenotypic plasticity elevates the importance of stress — Viewing evolution
through environment-induced phenotypic plasticity elevates stress as a
major ecological and evolutionary concept (Badyaev 2005, Roelofs et al.
2007). Environmentally induced stress is a constant reality for most
individuals. How do organisms respond to stress and what are the
physiological, ecological, and evolutionary consequences of stress? Are
there commonalities among the responses to osmotic, thermal, temporal,
nutritional, social, predator, and competitive stresses? The response of
individuals to environmental stress may have stimulated the evolution of
stress proteins, homeostasis, acclimation, canalization, immune response,
learning, and the numerous phenotypic plasticities noted throughout this
book (Gabriel 2005, Emlen et al. 2006). Furthermore, there are remarkable
consequences of understanding stress plasticity in the context of the ecology
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and environmental impacts of interactions between humans and the
environment (e.g., Relyea 2003a, Relyea and Hoverman 2006).
Phenotypic plasticity merges genes and environment — Phenotypic plasticity
also addresses the nature vs. nurture controversy, because it merges these
two polar concepts to reduce this exaggerated dichotomy. Under phenotypic
plasticity, nature cannot be separated from nurture. Even at the lowest
developmental level (transcription), gene activity is influenced by the
surrounding internal and external environment. Environment influence on
phenotype only increases down the epigenetic cascade of development.
Even gamete genes are encased in a cytoplasmic environment that was
presumably influenced by the parental environment, and continues to be
influenced by current environmental conditions. Epigenetic inheritance
further blurs genes and environment (Jablonka and Lamb 2005). Hence,
genes and gene activities can never be separated from direct environmental
influence, and most traits represent a gene-by-environment interaction. This
realization elevates the role of environment in gene expression and
development, and the role of development in evolution, and is partially
responsible for the recent surge in evolutionary developmental biology (evodevo) (Brakefield and French 2006, Sultan 2007).
Phenotypic plasticity alters environments and structures communities —
Recent studies support the importance of phenotypic plasticity in shaping
communities. An example is spittlebug-induced plasticity in growth form in
willows, which subsequently alters the abundance of more than 30 willowassociated insects (Nakamura and Ohgushi 2003, Ohgushi 2005). An
important realization is that impacts in communities need not be regulated
by competition and predation in the classic sense of these factors shaping
resource availability or the densities of organisms (Inbar et al. 2004, Schmitz
et al. 2004, Van Zandt and Agrawal 2004, Agrawal 2005, Miner et al. 2005,
Fordyce 2006, Schmitz 2006, Ohgushi et al. 2007, Chapter 7).
Phenotypic plasticity has practical importance — It aids systematics and
taxonomy by helping to correct erroneous synonyms. Indeed, highly plastic
genotypes have often been considered different species (Schlichting and
Pigliucci 1998). This is especially problematic in entomology, where
environmentally induced phenotypes are confused as distinct species
(Uvarov 1966, Greene 1989, Mound 2005). For example, more than 20
divergent phenotyes of the thrips Ecacanthothrip tibialis were previously
assigned species status (Ananthakrishnan 1969). Inaccurate species
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identification or failure to recognize phenotypic plasticity can hamper basic
research, disease diagnosis and medical and agricultural pest control.
Phenotypic plasticity may help us forecast establishment and spread of
invasive species (Peacor et al. 2006, Richards et al. 2006, Muth and Pigliucci
2007, Slabber et al. 2007), aid conservation (Beckerman et al. 2002, Davis and
Stamps 2004), and help us understand the consequence of environmental
disruption (Bradshaw and Holzapfel 2006, 2007, Hendry et al. 2008).
Differential plastic responses among interacting species may alter
ecosystem interactions (Visser et al. 2006). Plasticity may aid environmental
monitoring (Ellison and Gotelli 2002, DeCoen et al. 2006, Lee et al. 2006). For
example, herbivore attack often induces a plastic defense response in plants,
including the release of novel volatile compounds (Chapter 7). Different
plant taxa generally release different volatile blends. As such, scientists
could monitor community stress levels by analyzing the local atmosphere
(DeMoraes et al. 2004). In industry, phenotypic plasticity is already aiding
bioprospecting, as companies expose species to extreme environments or
specific elicitors, to induce synthesis of novel bioactive substances (Poulev
et al. 2003, Li and Barz 2005). In the future, induction of plastic biochemical
pathways in plants or tissue cultures will be used to produce any number of
commercially useful substances (Al-Tawaha et al. 2005, de Jeong and Park
2005, Zhao et al. 2005).
In agriculture, phenotypic plasticity helps us to understand variation in
crop performance vis-à-vis herbivores, pathogens, anthropogenic inputs,
and seasonal and spatial variability (Karban et al. 2004, Agrawal 2005).
Phenotypic plasticity in pests, crop plants, or natural enemies can influence
pest control (Bean et al. 2007, Luczynski et al. 2007, Pereira et al. 2007,
Chapters 6, 7, 8), and the evolution of resistance (Adler and Karban 1994),
and might be employed to our benefit (Davis and Stamps 2004). Once we
understand the biochemical pathways and regulatory genes controlling
induced defenses in crop plants, we can manipulate them, use genetic
engineering to increase those beneficial responses, or transfer the capability
to produce beneficial plasticities to other species (Kliebenstein et al. 2002,
Edreva 2004, Agrawal 2005, Kappers 2005, Von Rad et al. 2005, Dana et al.
2006). Fisheries and animal husbandry also benefit from understanding
phenotypic plasticity (de Jong and Bijma 2002, Collier et al. 2006).
Knowledge of how humans respond to stress, disease, carcinogens and
drugs will continue to aid Medicine (Bateson et al. 2004, Nadeau and Topol
2006, Swynghedauw 2006, Calderwood et al. 2007). Likewise, phenotypic
plasticity in human performance in response to exercise, altitude, nutrition,
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temperature, space travel, etc, are of great interest (Flück 2006, Geurts et al.
2006, Asea and DeMaio 2007, Radakovic et al. 2007). Phenotypic plasticity
influences racial disparity in IQ (Flynn 1987, Hernstein and Murray 1994,
Pigliucci 2001), and confounds anthropology (Collard and Lycett 2008).
Benefits of Phenotypic Plasticity
Phenotypic plasticity is beneficial when it allows an individual to alter its
phenotype to adaptively match a changing environment (DeWitt and
Langerhans 2004). Plasticity can also be a beneficial self-reinforcing process
(a self-induced adaptive plasticity) such as when voluntary exercise
increases heart and muscle mass, which increases exercise ability (Swallow
et al. 2005), or when sampling a new, but toxic food induces detoxifying
enzymes which then allows the individual to switch to that new food.
Because it can increase fitness in multiple environments, phenotypic
plasticity widens niche breadth and geographic range, and may aid
dispersal and colonization (Price et al. 2003, Schlichting 2004, Pigliucci et al.
2006, Chapters 16, 19), and evolutionary transitions (Aubret et al. 2007).
Plastic species should be able to survive ecological catastrophes and avoid
extinctions, not only because of their presumed broader geographic ranges,
but because they already live in and have adapted to different habitats and
express different phenotypes (Schlichting 2004). For interacting species,
possession of phenotypic plasticity may retard coevolution in an
antagonistic species, because of a “moving target effect” (Alder and Karban
1994, Agrawal 2001), and it may prevent competitive exclusion (Pijanowska
et al. 2007).
The greatest benefit of phenotypic plasticity may be that it generates
adaptive genetic change (see below), an essential long-term strategy for
evolutionary persistence. Plasticity may foster adaptive evolution by
allowing genotypes to jump maladaptive valleys to reach fitness peaks in
adaptive landscapes (Price 2006). It may also protect hidden genetic
diversity from elimination, allowing that stored diversity to be exposed
under specific conditions (Schlichting 2004, Suzuki and Nijhout 2006).
Indeed, maintenance of genetic variation is so essential to life that costly
mechanisms to achieve it (recombination and sexual reproduction) are
nearly universal. Phenotypic plasticity may serve a similar role by both
shielding genetic diversity, and by producing organic novelty that can then
be incorporated into the genome via genetic assimilation (see Box 2). By
maintaining a capacity for plasticity, heredity may provide for modification
of its own machinery (Baldwin 1896).
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Box 2

Genetic Assimilation

Genetic assimilation (GA) is a process by which an environmentally induced
trait comes, after selection, to be constitutively expressed. Conrad H.
Waddington proposed the idea in 1942, and then went on to demonstrate it
experimentally, twice, using D. melanogaster. In the first case, he applied heat
shock to fly pupae to induce a new adult phenotype with a reduced cross
vein. After 14 generations of artificial selection under heat shock for
expression of the plastic trait, some flies produced the veinless condition
without heat shock (Waddington 1952, 1953a,b). In the second case,
Waddington exposed fly eggs to ether to induce a novel phenotyopic
abnormality, “bithorax,” in the adult. After 29 generations of selection, the
flies produced the bithorax phenotype in the absence of ether, and this new
phenotype was heritable (Waddington 1956, 1961). In a third case,
Waddington induced large anal papillae by exposing fly larvae to high salt
levels. After 21 generations, the maggots expressed both large papillae and
greater plasticity in low salt media (Waddington 1959).
Waddington (1953a) proposed that selection had altered the regulation of
trait expression, such that the thresholds for expressing these traits were
lowered to the point that the traits were expressed in all environments
(Fig. 8). Examples from nature might include fixation of extrafloral nectar
production in Acacia (Heil et al. 2004), and fixation of aposematism
(Sword 2002). Suzuki & Nijhout (2006) showed GA of body color in the lab.
GA is an important idea because it suggests that acquired, phenotypicplastic traits can become genetically fixed (Schmalhausen 1949). Hence,
environmental induction can initiate evolutionary change (Pigliucci &
Murren 2003). Furthermore, because the bithorax condition (above) created
a second pair of wings, it mimics macroevolution, and thus suggests that
macroevolutionary jumps might occur via genetic assimilation. GA in one
trait might favor plasticity evolution in other traits, because as one trait
becomes invariable to environmental conditions, it may increase conditional
expression or selection pressure for plasticity in another (Jablonka & Lamb
2005). GA, its occurrence in nature, and its role in evolution are controversial
subjects (de Jong 2005, Pigliucci et al. 2006, Crispo 2007), in part because of its
similarity to Lamarckian evolution, the inheritance of environmentally
acquired traits. However, GA is assumed to proceed via traditional
Mendelian and Darwinian processes (see main text).

Plasticity Evolution
Phenotypic plasticity is probably ancestral, in the sense that environments
have always changed and all living things are susceptible to abiotic and
biotic factors (Nijhout 2003a). Although plasticity is not required to be
beneficial or to have undergone adaptive evolution, it often has. One
hypothetical pathway for the evolution of adaptive plasticity is through
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susceptibility. In this scenario, an environmental variable disrupts
physiological homeostasis and development, creating new traits and new
trait values, and rearranging phenotypes to produce novel trait
combinations (Eshel and Matessi 1998). Most organisms contain large
amounts of “non-functional” genetic material in their genomes. These genes
are normally repressed, via genetic canalization. However, extreme
environmental or biochemical conditions may disrupt such inhibition,
allowing expression of these hidden genes (releasing hidden phenotypes),
while reducing expression of others, leading to novel phenotypes. Although
some such changes are beneficial, most are probably not. Recurrence and
selection would then presumably adjust the regulation of gene expression
and select for gene combinations that produced either increased
canalization or adaptive plasticities (Nijhout 2003a). Plasticities to diet,
disease, and abiotic factors may have evolved this way.
There are many other hypothetical routes for the evolution of adaptive
phenotypic plasticity. For example, plasticity could evolve as an exaptation,
when a previously existing plasticity comes to serve a new function, is
induced by a different cue, or is shifted in its expression (e.g., when a
biochemical plasticity evolves to produce a morphological plasticity or
when plasticity in overall body size is co-opted for a single structure) (Emlen
et al. 2006). For example, eusociality in wasps may have evolved from
diapause or nutritional plasticity (Page and Amdam 2007, Hunt et al. 2007).
Likewise, plasticity could evolve after hybridization of two populations,
each of which has evolved different fixed phenotypes, if expression of the
different phenotypes in the new hybrid population now becomes
environmentally controlled. In this case, the hybrid population already
possessed the capacity to produce both phenotypes; all that is required is to
link differential production to environment. Epigenetic processes
(McCaffery et al.1998, Brodie and Agrawal 2001, Kirschner and Gerhart
2005), and extraneous sources of hormones may have influenced plasticity
evolution (Chapter 20). A non-adaptive plasticity could evolve via genetic
correlation with other traits under strong selection (Scheiner 1993).
A key to understanding how phenotypic plasticity can evolve is the
concept of interchangeability (Fig. 8). Most traits are both genetic and
environmentally influenced (Roundtree and Nijhout 1994, Bradshaw and
Holzapfel 2001). An example is the pigment melanin, which is the end
product of well-known enzyme chains (Baraboy 1999, Sugumaran 2002, Ito
2003). The sequence instructions for these enzymes are coded by DNA and
are heritable (True 2003). But in many animals, melanin production and
deposition are also environmentally influenced, whereby colder
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temperatures increase melanin and thus darken the body (Figs. 1d,e). This
benefits individuals via solar heating, which counters the negative effects of
cold temperatures (May 1984, Heinrich 1993). Hence, melanin production is
both genetic and environmentally controlled, and this control is
evolutionarily interchangeable: when there is genetic variation for degree of
environmental influence, natural selection can select for either increased or
decreased environmental sensitivity (West-Eberhard 2003, Suzuki and
Nijhout 2006). Elimination of all flexibility produces a genetically fixed trait.
Regulation of many traits is easily altered by adjusting response thresholds,
enzyme saturation kinetics, timing of endocrine or development events or
sensitivity periods of target tissues to hormones and morphogens
(Meiklojohn and Hartl 2002, Moczek and Nijhout 2003a,b, Chapter 13).
Hence, selection can easily slide trait regulation anywhere between total
genetic and seemingly total environmental control (Fig. 8). The evolution of
new phenotypes does not require the evolution of new gene complexes, but
only the repatterning of existing genetic architecture and epigenetc
interaction (Schlichting and Pigliucci 1998, Suzuki and Nijhout 2006,
Emlen et al. 2007). Subsequent evolutionary loss of flexibility can
permanently canalize the trait. Hence, a plastic trait can become subsumed
into the genome as a canalized trait. An example may be extrafloral nectar
(EFN) production in Acacia plants (Heil et al. 2004). In this genus, herbivore
leaf damage induces the plant hormone jasmonic acid (JA) which induces
EFN production, which attracts carnivorous plant bodyguards, which
attack the herbivores. EFN inducibility is ancestral. But, in some Acacia
species that have obligate ant bodyguards, the response to JA has evolved to
such a low threshold, that individuals always produce EFN, in response to
low, endogenous levels of JA. Hence, a plastic trait has been converted to a
canalized trait via adjustments to the regulation of trait expression.
Fig. 7 Contd. ...

Fig. 7 (a) Worker and nasute-soldier of Nasutitermes takasagoensis termites from Japan
(Hojo et al. 2004). Photo by Masaru Hojo. (b) Head of soldier (left) and minor worker (right) of
Hospitalitermes medioflavus termites (Miura & Matsumoto 1995, 2000, Miura et al. 1998).
(c) Head of worker (left) and soldier (right) of Hodotermopsis sjostedti termite (Miura 2005).
(d) Large and small males of Ecacanthothrips tibialis thrips (Mound 2005). (e) Only two discrete
forms of the nymphalid butterfly Araschnia levana are found in nature: the summer form (top left)
and the spring form (bottom right). However, in the laboratory, intermediate phenotypes can be
produced by subjecting individuals to intermediate environments or timed ecdysone injections,
documenting that a continuous reaction norm lies at the base of this seasonal, diphenic
polyphenism (Nijhout 2003a).
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Fig. 8 Interchangeability between genetic and environmental control of a trait over
evolutionary time. For each graph, the center (bold) of the horizontal axis denotes the normal
range of values for the given environmental factor. Seldom encountered extreme conditions are
shown by thin lines. In the right graph, the trait has a low value in virtually all normal
environments and is thus considered a genetic trait. In the left graph, the trait has a high value
in nearly all environments and is also considered genetically fixed. In the middle graph, trait
value flips between high and low, depending on the environment, and hence is considered an
environmentally determined trait.
Interchangability explains the phenomenon of phenocopies, which are
environmentally induced phenotypes that resemble genetically determined
ones (Figs. 1d,e) (Goldschmidt 1935, West-Eberhard 2003). Exposing a
species to extreme conditions can elicit hidden phenocopies (Suzuki and
Nijhout 2006, Otaki 2007, 2008).
When Should Phenotypic Plasticity Evolve
and What Form Will it Take?
If environments were unchanging, then fixed phenotypes would be favored.
But, because environments are constantly changing, plasticity is often
favored. Indeed, the only way for an individual to adapt to a changing
environment is by changing its phenotype. A plastic individual can achieve
high fitness in two or more environments, whereas a fixed-phenotype
specialist that is highly adapted to only one environment would be less fit in
a different environment. Likewise, a fixed-phenotype generalist would
presumably have only moderate fitness in all environments.
In general, phenotypic plasticity should be favored when it produces
higher fitness than a fixed strategy across all environments (Berrigan and
Scheiner 2004). A reaction norm (RN) is a trait of the genotype, and like all
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traits, a RN should evolve given directional selection on heritable additive
genetic variance for plasticity (Doughty and Reznick 2004). Reaction norms
respond to both artificial (Scheiner 2002, Suzuki and Nijhout 2006, Chapter
21) and natural selection (Hairston et al. 2001, Scheiner 2002, Bradshaw and
Holzapfel 2006, Parsons and Robinson 2006), showing that plasticity can
evolve. Note that plasticity evolution can be reversed (Chapter 21), and a flat
RN (canalization or no plasticity) might evolve if it produced the highest
fitness.
Theoreticians, modelers, and empiricist have proposed and examined
numerous factors that favor or restrict plasticity evolution, alter reaction
norms, or select for one type of plasticity over another (de Jong and Behera
2002, Scheiner 2002, Sultan and Spencer 2002, Berrigan and Scheiner 2004,
David et al. 2004, de Jong 2005, Van Kleunen and Fischer 2005, Gabriel 2005,
Gabriel et al. 2005, Garland and Kelly 2006, Chapters 15, 21), and these
factors divide roughly into environmental factors, genetic (population and
species) factors, and gene x environment interaction factors.
Environmental characteristics — Researchers interested in plasticity have
examined a wide range of environmental factors including temporal vs.
spatial heterogeneity, fine- vs. coarse-grain environments, predictability,
speed, pattern, and permanency of change, number of selective factors,
intensity of selection, frequency and strength of selection in alternative
habitats, and reliability of cues that predict or signal environmental change
(Chapter 7). By definition, phenotypic plasticity is a response to temporal or
spatial environmental variation, and high variation should favor its
expression and evolution Scheiner 1993, Sultan and Spencer 2004). Models
and empirical studies suggest that plasticity should be more likely to evolve
in temporal vs. spatial heterogeneity (Moran 1992), when cues are reliable
(Karban et al.1999, DeWitt and Langerhans 2004), and in response to
selective agents that slowly harm individuals, such as disease, cold,
desiccation, etc., vs. those that act instantly with no warning, such as a
tornado (Järemo et al. 1999, Sultan and Spencer 2002, Garland and Kelly
2006). Different environmental factors should select for different plasticities
(Relyea 2003b, 2004b Boege and Marquis 2005). Speed of induction should
correspond with speed of environmental change, and this may determine
the type of plasticity that evolves (Van Buskirk 2002). When environmental
changes are permanent, plastic change should be permanent (Relyea 2003c).
Transgenerational plasticity should evolve when parent’s environment
predicts that of the offspring (Galloway 2005). When environmental
variation is great and random, but cues are unreliable, then plasticity will
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not be favored and individuals should employ bet hedging strategies (Seger
and Brockmann 1987, DeWitt and Langerhans 2004).
Genetic (population & taxon) characteristics — see de Jong and Behera 2002,
DeWitt and Scheiner 2004. Phylogenetic constraints clearly prohibit certain
plasticities in certain taxa. For example, plants are limited in behavioral
plasticity, and in arthropods, molting, metamorphosis, and exoskeletons
may preclude or favor certain plasticities. Plastic responses should change
with ontogeny (Relyea 2003c), and decline with age, because of diminished
developmental capability or because of impending senescence (Frechette
et al. 2004). Some suggest that restricted gene flow favors plasticity evolution
(Karban and Nagasaka 2004, Van Buskirk and Arioli 2005), and others
opine that migration and panmixis favor plasticity (Tufto 2000, Sultan and
Spencer 2002, Zhang 2006). K-strategists should be plastic, because they are
long-lived, and thus encounter more temporal variability, and, with low
fecundity, cannot afford to lose a single offspring. In contrast, large size and
ample reserves in K-strategists may buffer environmental variation,
obviating the need for plasticity. Short-lived r-strategists should have little
need for plasticity, and can afford to lose some of their many offspring
through bet-hedging. In contrast, plasticity may be favored in r-strategists
because of their high rates of dispersal into new habitats. Polygenic
quantitative traits should be more plastic than single locus traits (Roff 1996).
Some models suggest that heterozygosity inhibits plasticity, because
heterozygosity buffers environmental effects (see Scheiner 1993), but others
disagree (Pigliucci 2005). If individuals cannot exhibit a reaction norm but
groups can, then that reaction norm could feasibly evolve via group
selection (Via et al. 1995, Sih 2004).
Gene x environment interaction factors — Plasticity evolution is presumably
influenced by how individuals interact with the environment, including
relative fitness benefits of plastic change in different environments,
ecological tradeoffs, inclusive fitness, relative lengths of lifetime vs. stress
period, dispersal range vs patch size, ecological feedbacks (i.e., when altered
phenotypes alter the environment, which then alters selection on plasticity),
including reciprocal plasticity interactions between genomes.
The type of plasticity that evolves should hinge on the ratio between
generation time and environment fluctuation time (Gabriel and Lynch 1992,
Schlichting and Pigliucci 1998, Meyers et al. 2005). Rapid, reversible
behavioral and physiological plasticity should evolve when the
environment rapidly switches back and forth and when life-span is much
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longer than environmental change (Gabriel 2005, Gabriel et al. 2005). With
slower environmental change, morphological and life history plasticities
should evolve, including once per lifetime developmental conversions.
Longer cycle environmental fluctuations might select for transgenerational
plasticities. Plasticity itself may or may not have high costs (Padilla and
Adolph 1996, Van Tienderen 1997, Gabriel 2005), and therefore a plastic trait
should be more likely to evolve when there are weak genetic or ecological
correlations with other traits that are under selection in a different direction
(de Jong 2005, Garland and Kelly 2006). However, plasticity evolution
should increase when it produces large benefits, and when there is a
positive correlation with other favorable traits, such as in plants when
increased plastic antiherbivore defense aids pollination, allelopathy or
disease resistance. Phylogenetic constraints on performance tradeoffs may
prohibit certain plasticities in certain taxa. A correlation between habitat
selection and trait plasticity should favor evolution of plasticity (Scheiner
1993). Selection can act directly on the shape of the reaction norm
(Harshman et al. 1991, Scheiner and Lyman 1991, Scheiner 2002). However,
directional selection on the mean constitutive value of a trait can also
increase plasticity of that trait (alter the reaction norm), in the direction of
selection (Swallow et al. 2005, Garland and Kelly 2006). Some suggest that
traits highly correlated with fitness should have low plasticity (Schlichting
and Smith 2002), and a flat reaction norm may be highly adaptive. However,
some traits strongly linked to fitness, such as antipredator defenses and
seasonal adaptations are often highly plastic (Chapters 4-9 & 16). In species
with wide geographic ranges, different populations exhibit different,
adaptive plasticities (Winterhalter and Mousseau 2007).
In sum, plasticity evolution is favored by environmental variation, strong
differential selection in alternative environments, cues that accurately
signal environmental change, high fitness benefits and low costs to
plasticity, and heritable genetic variance for plasticity (Berrigan and
Scheiner 2004).
A seldom discussed concept is that mutations lie at the base of phenotypic
plasticity. This is because all trait expression is embedded in a particular
genetic background. Different genotypes produce different reaction norms –
one consequence of underlying genetic variation. The ultimate origin of such
genetic variation is mutation. Hence, phenotypic plasticity is a consequence
of mutational evolution. However, there is a fundamental difference between
traditional mutational evolution and evolution via phenotypic plasticity.
The mutations that produce specific plastic responses may remain hidden
from the phenotype (or at least to that specific trait state) for millions of years.
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It is only when the environment exposes that trait that selection on that trait
state can begin. In general, mutations have little evolutionary impact until
they are exposed in the phenotype.
There has been confusion regarding the relation between genetic
variability for a specific plastic trait vs. overall genetic variability, and the
occurrence vs. the evolvability of phenotypic plasticity. Phenotypic
plasticity does not require genetic variability. For example, (except for
developmental noise) all individuals of a genetically identical clone would
exhibit the same phenotypic plasticity to the same altered environment. In
this case, lack of genetic variability in all traits would preclude selection on
both the reaction norm and associated traits (genetic accommodation). Thus,
excepting for new mutations, this genotype could not evolve. In the case of
background genetic variation, but no genetic variation for the plastic trait,
the reaction norm could not evolve, but the new phenotype could evolve to be
more fit via genetic accommodation. Hence, an invariant and initially
detrimental plastic response could, over evolutionary time come to be
imbedded in a highly fit phenotype. If genetic variation existed for both the
plastic trait and most other traits, then the reaction norm, background traits,
and fitness could evolve, to produce a highly intetgrated and adaptive
plasticity.
In insects, evolution of plasticity is aided by their modularity and
metamorphosis. For holometabolous insects in particular, future adult
structures such as wings and legs derive from small clumps of cells
(imaginal disks) that persist through immature development and are only
activated via hormones during the pupal stage. Differences in timing of
induction and in response of different imaginal disks allow independent
expression and evolution of the resulting organs (Nijhout 2003a, Emlen et al.
2007).
Plasticity as a Factor in Evolution
Scientists debate whether or not phenotypic plasticity speeds or retards
evolution (Chapter 21). Some suggest that plasticity shields traits from
evolution because selection chooses among phenotypes (Huey et al. 2003,
Price et al. 2003, de Jong 2005). Individual adaptation may preclude genetic
selection. An example might be when a plastic behavior such as solar
basking, microhabitat shift, or seasonal migration moderates body
temperature, preempting selection for fur, melanin or thermal-adapted
enzymes. Others suggest that plasticity stimulates evolutionary
diversification by generating novelty (West-Eberhard 2003, Schlichting
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2004), and/or via genetic accommodation. An example is dung beetles,
where plasticity in body size may have subsequently stimulated evolution of
testis size and alternative mating tactics (Simmons et al. 2007). Phenotypic
plasticity may act as an evolutionary capacitor to shield genetic variation
from elimination, only to release it under extreme environmental conditions
(Masel 2005, Feder 2007). Price (2006) argues that phenotypic plasticity can
either retard or accelerate rates of evolution, based on relative fitness of the
new phenotype. If an environmentally induced plastic change has high
fitness, then there should be little subsequent selection on either the plastic
trait or associated traits (no genetic change), as long as the population is
exposed to both environments. If the plastic change is highly detrimental,
then selection should act on genes to reduce the plastic response or
compensate in other ways (Nijhout 2003a, Grether 2005). If the plasticity is
slightly or moderately favorable, then subsequent selection should produce
genetic change that alters the reaction norm and associated traits to bring the
genome to an adaptive peak.
How Phenotypic Plasticity Contributes to Speciation
A remarkable claim is that phenotypic plasticity stimulates evolution and
contributes to speciation. But how can environment-induced changes to the
phenotypes of individuals influence evolution? Isn’t this Lamarckian, the
assimilation of environmentally acquired traits into the genome?
Surprisingly, phenotypic plasticity theory suggests that environmentinduced changes to individuals can become absorbed into the genome
(Jablonka et al. 1998, ten Cate 2000), but via traditional Medelian processes
(West-Eberhard 2003, Schlichting 2004, Pigliucci et al. 2006). There are
different hypothetical pathways for this to occur (e.g., Grether 2005,
Rodríguez et al. 2007), but one possible pathway would be the following:
(1) Trait origin via phenotypic plasticity - the production of an environmentinduced alteration of the phenotype. This could be passive, and be
detrimental, neutral, or beneficial with regard to fitness.
(2) Phenotypic accommodation, whereby the individual accommodates the
changed phenotype by adaptively altering additional phenotypic
traits, such as physiology, behavior, or morphology (West-Eberhard
2003). Such accommodation increases survival of the new phenotype
in the new environment, allowing reproduction. A hypothetical
example is when the environment (such as a new food or infection by a
non-lethal microorganism) induces a darker body color, which
increases diurnal heating, thus limiting diurnal foraging for a
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(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

normally diurnal insect. An individual might accommodate this new
phenotype by altering its foraging pattern to forage during the cooler
night. Note that in this hypothetical example, an environmental factor
has exposed a new trait (dark body color) that was not previously
present. Expression of this novel trait (a different phenotype) places
the population in a new selective regime (greater susceptibility to
sunlight, nocturnal foraging, different predators, etc.).
Genetic accommodation — Assuming population genetic variation in
most traits, the recurrence of this particular environmental induction
(dark color) in numerous individuals and generations would allow
this novel phenotype to be tested repeatedly in the new environment
and among a vast assortment of genetic variants. Over time, this would
allow natural selection to select for alleles and gene combinations that
improve regulation, form and side effects of the novel trait and its
genetic background, increasing survival and fitness of individuals
expressing the new environmentally induced traits (dark color and
nocturnal foraging). Examples of genetic accommodation in this
hypothetical case might be better nocturnal eyesight or longer
antennae for non-visual sensing. Genetic accommodation can shift the
overall fitness value of the environmentally induced phenotype,
moving it from detrimental to beneficial.
Adjustment of the capacity and shape of the reaction norm via the Baldwin
Effect (see Box 3) — Here, natural selection alters the frequency of genes
and gene combinations that influence the expression of the plasticity –
genes that do not produce the optimal plastic response are eliminated.
Genetic assimilation — An evolutionary mechanism by which
environmentally induced (facultative) traits become genetically fixed
(obligatory) (Box 2; Fig. 8). In our hypothetical case, the population
would evolve to always express dark body color, under virtually all
conditions and in all environments.
Speciation — Phenotypic plasticity and some combination of steps 2-5
(above) produces differences that increase assortative mating or
otherwise restrict gene flow. Continual natural selection, genetic drift,
and mutation of the population increase habitat, mating, and genetic
divergence from adjacent populations, leading to eventual speciation.

In the above scenario, the environment exposes a new trait, which
eventually becomes genetically fixed in a population. Moreover, an
environmentally induced change to the phenotype sends a population
down a different evolutionary pathway, leading to speciation. Note that
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evolutionary divergence begins not with genetic change, but with
environmentally induced change to the phenotype. Reproductive isolation
does not initiate speciation. The process is Mendelian and Darwinian,
because it relies on preexisting genetic variation and traditional natural
selection, and may be as important as mutation for producing Earth’s
diversity (Schlichting and Pigliucci 1998, West-Eberhard 2003).
A real life example of how phenotypic plasticity might lead to
evolutionary divergence is the famous case of sympatric diversification in
Rhagoletis pomonella fruit flies. Adults of this New World species oviposit
Box 3

The Baldwin Effect

A proposed process by which traits acquired during an individual’s lifetime
influence subsequent evolution of those acquired traits.
James Baldwin was an American psychologist and evolutionary theorist
who was interested in the development and evolution of cognition. He
proposed that a beneficial learned behavior acquired during an individual’s
lifetime contributed to the fitness of that individual, and thus favored the
evolution of increased capacity to acquire or perform that behavior in the
population (Baldwin 1896): “The most plastic individuals will be preserved to do
the advantageous things for which their variations show them to be the most fit, and
the next generation will show an emphasis of just this direction in its variations.”
Here, phenotypic plasticity (a switch in behavior) of an individual during its
life is a factor in evolution. Although Baldwin was primarily concerned with
learning, his ideas could be applied to any number of plastic traits that are
acquired by individuals in response to variable environments, such as
increased muscle mass, melanization, calluses, and O2 capacity in individuals
exposed to exercise, sunlight, dermal irritation, or high altitudes,
respectively. Natural selection should select for greater or lesser capacity for
such plastic responses, depending on their contribution to fitness.
Baldwin’s ideas are controversial (see Nortman 2003, Webber & Depew
2003, Crispo 2007), but important for a number of reasons. He was one of the
first to recognize plasticity in individuals and to link such plasticity to
evolution. He suggested that the expression of environmentally induced
traits (the shape of the reaction norm) can evolve. His theory also
approached Lamarckism in that acquired beneficial traits, induced by the
environment, could (in some cases) become more genetically determined.
Baldwin (1896) suggested that his process was an example of, “. . . heredity
providing for the modification of its own machinery. Heredity not only leaves the
future free for modifications, it also provides a method of life in operation of which
modifications are bound to come.” The Baldwin Effect might explain sympatric
speciation, instinct, fixation of learned songs in birds, host plant preferences
in insects, and numerous other phenomena (see Webber & Depew 2003), and
was recently demonstrated by Suzuki & Nijhout (2006).
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into fruits, which the resulting maggots consume. After the colonization of
North America by Europeans, some populations of R. pomonella jumped
from native hawthorn fruits to introduced apple, and then to introduced
cherry (Bush 1975, Prokopy et al. 1988, Feder et al. 1994), and this may have
occurred via phenotypic plasticity (Chapter 18). Hawthorn fruit flies prefer
hawthorn fruits. However, naïve adults that experience apple alter their
phenotype (via behavioral phenotypic plasticity) to prefer apple (Prokopy
et al. 1988), leading to habitat-specific mating and ovipostion (Feder et al.
1994). Recurrence in the new environment (apple or cherry), allowed natural
selection to alter allele frequencies to fit the new habitat. For example, each
fruit species ripens at a different time of year, and each host-population has
evolved to emerge at the appropriate time (Bush 1975). The different
populations also evolved different allele frequencies for thermally adapted
enzymes that match the respective temperatures of their fruits (Feder et al.
1997, Filchak et al. 2000). In this case, phenotypic plasticity has apparently
initiated a rapid evolutionary divergence in R. pomonella, which now exists
as distinct races (Feder et al. 1994, Dambrowski et al. 2005). See also Bolnick
and Fitzpatrick (2007).
Note that a well-established plasticity is a bridge to speciation. Indeed, a
highly integrated and adapted developmental conversion is already ideally
suited to stand on its own as an independent species.
Can Stress Induce Adaptive Mutations in Individuals?
Is Genetic Variability a Plastic Trait?
Stress (poor nutrition, xenobiotics, radiation, extreme temperatures, etc.) can
alter genes in individuals (Badyaev 2005). The best examples are the nonheritable, but adaptive mutations forming the mammalian immune
response (Frost 1999). Stress also increases mutation rates in bacteria
(Kidwell and Lisch 2001, Bjedov et al. 2003, Saint-Ruf and Matic 2006), often
by induction of DNA mutases (Radman 1999). Although these mutations are
non-directional, and mostly harmful, some are beneficial (Bjedov et al. 2003).
Escherichia coli can switch phenotypes from high- to low-mutagenesis forms
depending on environmental stress levels. This ability (hypermutation)
varies among strains and is thus under genetic control (Bjedov et al. 2003).
This is not restricted to bacteria. Individual flax plants mutate when
nutritionally stressed, altering both their and their progeny’s morphologies
(Marx 1984, Cullis 1987, 1988). Hence, organisms may have evolved
mechanisms to increase both genetic and phenotypic variation when
exposed to harmful environments, and thus the probability of generating
adaptive variants. However, even if the new mutations were not
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immediately adaptive, environmentally induced mutagenesis creates more
raw product upon which selection can act. Moreover, the mutations occur at
exactly the time when increased variation is needed – i.e., during profound
environmental change. Because stress alters the phenotype, these new
mutations are already imbedded in a plastic response. Presumably, both
mutagenic capability/susceptibility and phenotypic sensitivity to mutation
evolve and may be more common in populations or species that have
evolved in highly variable environments (Bjedov et al. 2003, Meyers et al.
2005, Jones et al. 2007, Landry et al. 2007).
An example of this phenomenon in insects might be locusts, which
display phenotypic plasticity in response to population density (Chapters 5,
6). The low-density phenotype is sedentary, whereas the high-density,
gregarious phenotype typically migrates hundreds of kilometers to new
environments. It is interesting that in the gregarious morph, recombination
increases during meiosis, perhaps as an adaptation to increase genetic
variability prior to dispersal into new, unknown environments (Nolte 1974).
Any number of mechanisms could increase genetic variation in
individuals following environmental change (Mckenzie and Rosenberg
2001, Badyaev 2005), including stress-induced transposable elements
(Kidwell and Lisch 2001), or lowered immunity, which fosters mutationinducing viruses. Finally, genomes often contain large amounts of
presumably neutral, non-functional genes. This largely unstudied and
unknown genetic “dark matter” may represent a vast storehouse of potential
genetic alternatives, waiting to be employed when changing environmental
conditions necessitate altered phenotypes (Eshel and Matessi 1998). In
general, genetic (VG) and mutational (VM) variability varies among
environments and genotypes (Schlichting 2004, Landry et al. 2007).
Phenotypic Plasticity in Outcomes, Including Niche Construction
Although ecological and behavioral outcomes have not traditionally been
considered phenotypic plastic traits (Thompson 1988), they are a direct
extension of the phenotype, vary with genotype, and are greatly influenced
by environmental conditions, and, hence, should be considered as plastic
traits. Thus, competitive outcomes such as dominance and territory size,
performance outcomes, such as mating success, fecundity, distance
dispersed, and resources harvested, and survival under alternative
environmental conditions can be plastic (Gorur et al. 2005, Engqvist 2008).
One outcome of the phenotype is niche construction, which refers to an
organism’s ability to alter the environment so as to influence or produce a
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niche (Day et al. 2003, Odling-Smee et al. 2003). Examples include structures
produced by habitat architects, such as gallers, beavers, and nest-building
social insects (Inbar et al. 2004). Habitat architects and ecosystem engineers
may create new habitats, which feedback to dramatically induce phenotypic
changes in those same individuals. For example, nest construction in social
insects may influence any number of phenotypic traits of nest builders, such
as body size, development rate, caste, fecundity, time spent in defense vs.
foraging, etc. (Hölldobler and Wilson 1990). Likewise, by constructing reefs,
corals alter local wave force and turbulence, temperature, oxygen and light
levels, and associated biota, including predators, pathogens, and prey, and
conspecific densities. Hence, there can be a continuous, reciprocal interplay
between phenotype and environment. Altered environments induce
phenotypic changes in individuals, and altered individuals may alter their
environment in a continuous phenotypic plasticity-environment feedback
loop.
Reciprocal Phenotypic Plasticity among Interacting Individuals
Individuals respond to changing environments by phenotypic plasticity,
but what happens when a changing environment includes other
individuals that are themselves changing? Phenotypic change in one
individual may induce a change in a second individual, which induces
further change in the first, in a continuous, reciprocal, phenotypic plasticity
loop (Agrawal 2001, Fordyce 2006, Mooney and Agrawal 2007). Such
interactions occur both within and between species, and can be mutualistic,
antagonistic, or commensal. Conspecific examples are seen in certain social
wasps and ants in which physical aggression between individuals
determines queen vs. non-queen developmental trajectories, including
differences in morphology, pheromone release, fecundity, and life history
(Premnath et al. 1996, Heinze 2004). Here, an individual’s phenotype
changes over time in response to phenotype changes in an antagonist.
Heterospecific cases include mutualistic reciprocal interactions between
reward-producing herbivores or plants and their insect bodyguards
(Huxley and Cutler 1991, Whitman 1994, Chapter 7). For example, Piper
cenocladum plants produce more food bodies when bodyguard ants are
present, which induces increased residency, feeding, and guarding by
attendant Pheidole bicornis ants, which, in turn, presumably induces more
food body production (Risch and Rickson 1981). Antgonistic reciprocal
phenotypic plasticity can occur between predators and prey (Chapter 7). For
example, some mussels increase shell thickness and muscle strength in
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response to crab presence, and some mussel-eating crabs produce larger
claws in response to thick muscle shells (Smith and Palmer 1994, Reimer
and Tedengren 1996, Leonard et al. 1999).
Reciprocal phenotypic plasticity requires the addition of a new term to
the equation for phenotype variance, because now the environment includes
the genes and plastic responses of one or more interacting organisms
(Strauss and Irwin 2004, Wolf et al. 2004). Plotting the phenotype of one
genotype vs. either density or phenotype of the interacting genotype
provides a traditional reaction norm. Plotting the changing phenotypes of
two interacting genotypes over time produces a plastic interaction norm
(Thompson 1988, Agrawal 2001). Evolution of such plastic interaction
norms could lead to runaway phenotypes, whereby each population
continues to evolve ever greater capacity for phenotypic plasticity (more
sensitive or extreme reaction norms) (Adler and Grünbaum 1999, Agrawal
2001). Such “plasticity coevolution” might have resulted in the phenomenal
ploy-counter ploy interactions that we see among some antagonists
(Chapter 7). Plasticity coevolution should be common among symbiotic
species.
Transgenerational Effects on Offspring Phenotype
Parents can influence offspring phenotypes through a variety of non-genetic
processes (Bernardo 1996, Mousseau and Fox 1998). Parental effects can
derive from the nutritional status of the parent, or from more elaborate
environmental effects generated by the habitat or the parent itself (Stelgenga
and Fischer 2007). Females may adaptively vary size, quality, and diapause
state of eggs (Fox and Czesak 2000, Chapters 11, 19), and allocate resources
to offspring based on mate quality (Sheldon 2000). Egg size may determine
plastic capacity of larvae (McAlister 2007). Parents also produce galls, nests,
and habitats in which populations densities of interacting species have
been radically altered. Galls, nests (Hölldobler and Wilson 1990) and altered
habitats can persist for generations, serving as an ecological inheritance
(Day et al. 2003). Lemon ants produce devil’s gardens that can contain
monocultures of 350 trees and last for 800 years (Frederickson et al. 2005).
Parents can also pass culture to offspring (Sherry and Galef 1990, Grant and
Grant 1996), and cultural divergence can lead to genetic divergence (ten Cate
2000, Slabbekoorn and Smith 2002).
In locusts, phase state is passed to the next generation by a water-soluble
factor placed in the foam of the egg pod (Miller et al. 2008, Chapter 5).
Mothers also adaptively control offspring sex and morphology (Pienaar and
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Greef 2003b). In Orthophagus dung beetles, fathers influence son’s mating
strategy (Hunt and Summons 2000, Chapter 3). Large males help females to
produce larger dung balls, which produce larger male offspring with horns.
Only horned males fight for females; small males sneak copulations. In other
insects, food- or habitat-imprinting causes epigenetic inheritance of habit
preference, with numerous phenotypic plasticity consequences for offspring
(Bernardo 1996, Davis and Stamps 2004). Repeated cycles of habitatinduction or imprinting in successive generations allow habitat-specific
genetic adaptation (Davis and Stamps 2004).
Females also bequeath offspring with specific detrimental (O’Neill et al.
1997, Boucias and Pendland 1998) or beneficial (Baumann 2005) microorganisms, such as mutualistic symbionts, which alter host phenotype in
numerous ways, such as increasing fitness under cold conditions (Dunbar
et al. 2007). Mothers may choose to pass or not pass endosymbionts, depending on local conditions (e.g., Stern and Foster 1996). Changes induced by
symbiotic microorganisms may drive genetic divergence (Wade 2001, Flor
et al. 2007, Riegler and O’Neill 2007).
Conclusion
Phenotypic plasticity theory suggests that existing paradigms may be
incomplete. It shifts our thinking, because it requires that virtually all
biological fields consider individual flexibility. In developmental biology,
ontogeny is no longer fixed, but is a flexible process subject to environmental
input. We can not assume that differences in organisms are genetic, because
the genotype does not determine a set phenotype, but a range of possible
phenotypes. In systematics, species morphology is not static, but can vary in
time and space. In physiology, canalization is often accomplished via
underlying plasticity, and performance is conditional on present, past, and
parent’s environments. In ecology, phenotypic plasticity tells us that
environmental interactions are much more complex and dynamic than
previously imagined, and that plasticity can lead to altered community
structure. Individuals can rapidly and adaptively alter their (and their
offspring’s) relationships with the environment, with profound fitness and
ecosystem consequences. This process is reciprocal when altered
environments, including interacting individuals, feedback to induce
additional plasticity in individuals. In evolution, plasticity theory suggests
that phenotypic plasticity generates novelty, and hence stimulates
adaptation and speciation. As West-Eberhard (2003) notes, individual
adaptation can lead to population adaptation, and genes are useful
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followers, not leaders in evolutionary change. Indeed, the developmental
reaction norm may be the main object of selection on phenotypes
(Dobzhansky 1951, Schlichting and Pigliucci 1998).
Phenotypic plasticity makes us realize that genes and environment are
forever intimately linked. Biological existence is an iterative reciprocal
process between genes, individuals, and environment. Genes provide a
menu of developmental possibilities and phenotypes, but the environment
determines the phenotypic outcome. The environment subsequently selects
among altered individuals to alter population gene frequencies, which
determine how future individuals will respond to environmental variability.
Glossary of Terms Used in Phenotypic Plasticity
(see Chapter 2, this Volume for additional discussion)
Baldwin effect – Stabilizing selection on the shape of a reaction norm.
Canalization – The operation of internal factors during development, physiology, or behavior, that reduces the influence of environmental stimuli to
produce one outcome (Waddington 1940, 1942). Environmental canalization—The production of a single phenotype despite environmental
variability (see Debat & David 2001).
Coevolution – Reciprocal genetic change in species engaged in an
interaction.
Developmental conversion – An adaptive, discrete, and (normally)
permanent phenotypic plasticity, usually with no intermediate forms.
Thought to be produced via a developmental switch (Smith-Gill 1983).
Developmental plasticity – Irreversible phenotypic plasticity resulting from
environmental influence on development of an individual (Piersma &
Drent 2003).
Developmental switch – A threshold mechanism that produces a discrete
phenotype (polyphenism), e.g., worker vs. queen determination in
honeybees (Levins 1968).
Epigenetic – Development and interactions of products and processes
downstream of primary gene products.
Epistasis – The effects of two or more genes on a single trait.
Genetic accommodation – A change in gene frequencies due to selection on
the regulation, form, or associated effects of a novel trait (West-Eberhard
2003).
Genetic assimilation – When environmentally induced phenotypic
variation becomes constitutively produced (no longer requires the
environmental stimulus to be induced).
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Genotype – The genes possessed by an individual, including all the genes
or a specific defined subset of the total genome.
Homeostasis – Maintenance of an equilibrium state by some self-regulating
capacity of an individual (see Debat & David 2001).
Lamarckian evolution – The theory that traits induced in individuals by the
environment during their lifetime could be inherited by their offspring,
thus causing evolution. This idea was discredited because it could not be
demonstrated and lacked a mechanism by which an environmentally
altered phenotypic trait could alter gametes. Nonetheless Lamarck had
two very important contributions that often get lost in the discredit of
“inheritance of acquired characteristics”: 1) the recognition of
phenotypic plasticity as an important fitness enhancing strategy within a
generation, and 2) the many non-genetic parental environment effects
that do influence the phenotype of offspring.
Life-cycle staging – Cyclic, reversible phenotypic plasticity in a long-lived
individual in response to predictable seasonal changes, such as winter
color change in fur of sub-Arctic birds and mammals.
Phenotype – The manifestation of an organism including its morphological,
physiological, behavioral, and life history traits, exclusive of genetic
composition, but inclusive of genetic expression.
Phenotypic accommodation – The immediate adaptive adjustments of an
individual to the appearance of a new trait, without genetic change (see
West-Eberhard 2003).
Phenotypic flexibility – Phenotypic plasticity that is reversible within
individuals (Piersma & Drent 2003), e.g., gain or loss of muscle mass with
exercise.
Phenotypic integration – The coordination in the expression of individual
traits in response to environmental variation.
Phenotypic modulation – A continuous, often passive and reversible, nonadaptive phenotypic plasticity (Smith-Gill 1983).
Pleiotropy – When one gene influences multiple traits.
Polymorphism (genetic) – The existence of two or more genotypes in a
population. Genetic polymorphism can lead to divergent phenotypes (see
West-Eberhard 2003).
Polymorphism (phenotypic) – The existence of two or more (often discrete)
morphological forms in a population, caused by either genetic
polymorphism or phenotypic plasticity, but generally not ontogeny. Some
authors include any variable phenotypic trait including allozymes,
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physiology, behavior, life history, etc. This definition of polymorphism is
no longer widely used.
Polyphenism – Phenotypic variation a single genotype, due to phenotypic
plasticity or development. Includes morphological, physiological,
behavioral, and life history variation (see Mayr 1963, West-Eberhard
2003). Some authors (Nijhout 2003a, Piersma & Drent 2003) restrict
polyphenism to discrete, adaptive, or irreversible alternative
morphologies (see Chapters 2 & 13, this Volume).
Reaction norm (= norm of reaction) – The set of phenotypes expressed by a
genotype when maintained under different environments. Usually
illustrated as a line graph plotting phenotypes vs. environment for
different genotypes. Some authors restrict reaction norms to continuous
plasticities (e.g., Nijhout 2003a).
Threshold trait – A trait that exists in two or more discrete states
(phenotypes), determined by a threshold level of an underlying
continuously variable morphogen, such as hormone titer (Roff 1996).
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